**FoggerLog**

**PRODUCT SUITE**
Streamline your fogging business with a suite of easy to use tools. Minimize employee overhead & maximize productivity.

**Connect with your field technicians in real time**
We know you don’t like waiting around. Now technicians can upload their data from the field and you can push mission plans to them from any web connected device.

**HOW IT WORKS**
3 tools that work together.

1. **BLUETOOTH HARDWARE CONTROLLER**
   Our hardware controller connects into your fogger letting FoggerLog app control it.

2. **MOBILE APP**
   Turn your fogger on & off, track where you have sprayed, and follow pre-programmed mission plans all from the app.

3. **WEB DASHBOARD**
   Visualize your data, generate reports, plan missions, & create no spray zones from any web connected device. Why pay for GIS?

**THE ONLY TOOL YOU NEED IN THE FIELD**
Separate maps and manually moving data with sd cards are a thing of the past. This app takes care of all your needs in one place.

**START FOGGING WITH US TODAY!**
13555 Fiji Way
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
California, United States

info@foggerlog.com

foggerlog.com